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I.

Install and Uninstall
1. System Requirements
Controller model：FANUC 0i-C / 0i-D / 16i / 18i / 21i / 31i
CPU：Intel Pentium 1.2 GHz or higher. / (or equivalent AMD processor)


Please use dual-core and high GHz CPU when connecting more
machines.
RAM：512MB is recommended
Hard disc space：500MB available
Internet connection：Network interface card required
OS：Windows XP / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8


SkyMars supports Chinese Traditional, Chinese Simple, and English.

2. Installation
Please run Install_SkyMarsPro.exe which is in the SkyMars CD.

After executing “Install_SkyMarsPro.exe”, a DOS installation window will
come up.

Installation is going to check Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5. If it doesn’t
exist, Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 will be installed automatically. It may
take 10 minutes for installation. If Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 has been
installed, the setup of SkyMars will start to run automatically.
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Please click [Next] until it is finished.
3. Uninstallation
Click[Start]-[Programs Menu]-[SkyMars CNC Monitor]-[Uninstall SkyMars
Profession]

Click “Yes” to progress uninstallation.
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II.

Software Registration
All applicants must first complete our registration before beginning SkyMars.

There is a button [Register] on the form, please press it to progress to registration.
Notice: Completing registration requires an internet connection.

Read the terms of service, if you agree with it, please check [I accept the terms of
service] and click [Next].
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Next step, the application will scan the internet connection. If it is online which
means it’s ready to register, you will see a green light; otherwise, you will see a red
light which means your internet might not be available. Please check your connection
at that time. When you see the green light, choose your member type and enter your
unified business number.

Please enter the information of your company, we will not disclose, sell or
provide such information to other parties. After entering all information, please
click [Online Registration], and then SkyMars will connect to PMC.
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If data processing is correct, the sign-up window will come up. You have to create an
account and password, and use it to apply for services. Please keep it properly. After
entering all data, click [confirm] to finish the registration.

Notice：
If your company had been registered before, you will see the window below.
Please enter the registered account and password. The registration will be
finished without other information.
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If you register multiple times up to 5 times, the registration will
fail. Please contact PMC or send an e-mail to inform us.
E-mail:e9613@mail.pmc.org.tw
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III. Setting machines to be connected
Click [Add Machine]

1. Add the Machine
Please enter data of your machine to each field and click [Confirm].

2. Modify the Machine
Select the machine you want to modify and click [Modify Machine].
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After, the data will be shown in each field, change it and click [Confirm].

3. Delete the Machine
Select the machine you want to delete and click [Delete Machine].
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IV. Using the SkyMars
1. Connect to Machines
Select machines you want SkyMars to connect, and click [Connection] to
continue.
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2. Data Monitoring (FANUC)
Data monitoring offers real-time data from connected machines, including
CNC Status, Coordinates, NC Information, G-Code, Non-G-Code, Part
Count, Time, Actual Feed Rate, and Actual Spindle Speed, etc. If Machine
Utilization Rate Service is on, SkyMars will send data about CNC Status,
Part Count, and Time to PMC Cloud.
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3. NC Uploading/Downloading
SkyMars offers NC uploading and downloading feature, allowing you to
manage and edit NC programs on its user interface. It brings a lot of benefits
for centralized program management.
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4. Alarm History (FANUC)
SkyMars can get all alarm historical records from your machines, and show
the last or the historical alarm data. Engineers can fix failures according to
these messages as soon as possible.
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5. Servo Spindle Load Monitoring
SkyMars can monitor servo spindle load and speed. Operators can view the
machining status at present.
 Start capturing：


It can capture servo spindle load data and draw it as a chart.
Stop retrieving：



Stop capturing servo spindle load data.
Export：



It can export the captured data to a text file so that it can be used to
integrate with external applications. (Turn on “Start Capture” to enable
the export function.)
Import：
It features the ability to import a text file as a chart that you want to
view.

PS: Current support controllers have Fanuc, Mitsubishi, Heidenhain and
ITRI.
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6. Parameters (FANUC)
If you want to write parameter data (e.g.: tool compensation, the workpiece
coordinate table and Macro variables) to controller, you must enter [Settings]
form.
Switch to [Settings] page, To [Permission settings], [Allow write] is select.

(1) Tool Offset
SkyMars features the ability of viewing the tool offset value.

(2) Workpiece Coordinates
SkyMars features the ability of viewing the workpiece coordinates.
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(3) Macro Variable
SkyMars features the ability of viewing the value of Macro variables.
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7. Maintenance Management
SkyMars performs the component maintenance management feature.
If the maintenance item does not have value in “PLC node”, SkyMars will
detect weather CNC is power-on or not and calculate the use of time.
If the maintenance item has value in “PLC node”, SkyMars will detect PLC
and calculate the use of time when the bit is “On”.
Warnings will come up once the use of time is more than or equal to the life
time.
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8. Tool Management
SkyMars performs the tool management feature. The processing time is
measured when CNC is on the Cycle Start status. Warnings will come up
once the processing time is more than or equal to the life time.
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9. Program downloading from machine tool
When operators are using the machine tool, it is allowed for operators to
download CNC programs directly without using a PC and operating
SkyMars to upload or download CNC programs. At this time, SkyMars
could be regarded as or be simulated a kind of a CNC program server.
 SkyMars is supporting for FANUC and MITSUBISHI now.
Before starting this function, you need some setting up, as follows：
(1) Check “Enable Machine Program Download Mode”

(2) Click “Set”
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SkyMars can use Macro variables or common variables of MITSUBISHI to
achieve the communication between machine tools. It has to be set up the
variable numbers which are used to send commands and receive commands.
 Enter command receiving number “-1” on the machine tool：SkyMars
will send a list of CNC programs to the machine tool, and the CNC
program numbers in this list will be in order according to the setting,
“NC program number list”. The content of CNC programs will also be


composed according to “NC program folder”.
Enter command receiving number “-2___：___” on the machine tool. It
is the CNC program number of the list. After entering it, SkyMars will
read NC from the specific “NC program folder” and upload to the
controller.

(3) Use of “Read and write NC list to the machine tool”
Please enter “-1” to a specific variable number.

(4) After entering, please open “the specific program number of NC list” in
the setting page.
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(5) Please check the CNC program number which you want to acquire, and
enter “-2___” to the Macro variable. If you want to acquire the CNC
program number, “002”, please enter strings, “-2002”.
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(6) After entering, SkyMars will send the CNC program, which number is
002, to the machine tool.
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10. Overall Machine Tool Utilization Rate Service
When you go on business outside the office, you can use this kind of service
in order to check the status of the online machines so that you can reply your
customer the time for the shipment or offer your customer the visualized
operation. It can enhance your trust and the core competitiveness of your
enterprise for your customers.
(1) Please open the website, http://skymars.pmc.org.tw/. Click
on ”Utilization Service”.

(2) Open or close overall utilization rate transmission.
Click on “Change settings”, and login it.
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[On Service]：Open utilization rate view, and then SkyMars will transmit
data (the machine status) to a flash server of PMC (PMC cache server) to
save it temporarily. It also provides a website to read utilization rate and
show on the webpage.
[Off Service]：Close utilization rate view, and then SkyMars will stop
transmitting data.
(3) Viewing utilization rate on the webpage
Please do the first step. Click on “Monitor”.
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Please wait the utilization rate system for 10 to 15 seconds, and it will show
the information of overall machine tool utilization rate.
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(4) If you use SkyMars Plus edition, please click on the name of the
machine and then utilization rate webpage will show you more detail
historical data of the machine, and it also can search for the historical
data by using a specific date.

Notice
While using “Overall machine tool utilization rate service”, the computer you use
must be connected to the internet. It must be shown as “Server ON-LINE” in the red
square in the below figure so that “Overall machine tool utilization rate service” can
be run.
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V.

Troubleshooting and Repair
If you install SkyMars unsuccessfully or there are some troubles happened in
SkyMars but they cannot be fixed, you can delete the Windows registry keys and
the built-in database, and then restart SkyMars.


You have to close SkyMars in advance.

1.

Delete Windows registry keys
(1) Run regedit and open the Registry Editor.
(You can execute [Command Prompt] and enter “regedit” to open the
Registry Editor.)

(2) Search for [HKEY_CURRENT_USER]-[PMC_SkyMars], shown below：
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(3) Delete [PMC_SkyMars].

(4) Restart SkyMars.
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